Drug Rehab SOBA Recovery Sponsors Recovery
Today Summit
Christene Eldridge March 10, 2015
Drug Rehab, SOBA Recovery Center, is pleased to sponsor the â€œRecovery Today
Summitâ€ March 23-31 hosted by nationally recognized addition expert Sherry Gaba,
featuring top addiction experts including Melody Beattie, Daniel Baldwin, Gloria
Loring, and more.
(Newswire.net -- March 10, 2015) -- SOBA Recovery Center is pleased to sponsor the
“Recovery Today Summit”, nine day teleconference which will be hosted by addiction
expert Sherry Gaba and featuring some of the best known experts today in addiction
recovery, relationships and “goal setting beyond the addiction”, including Melody Beattie,
Daniel Baldwin, Gloria Loring, Lee McCormick, Kevin Griffin and many more; twenty three
in total.

www.RecoveryTodaySummit.com

For years, Sherry Gaba, has been one of the most well known addiction recovery expert in media, with an impressive
resume including regular appearances on Celebrity Rehab as Dr. Drew's “go to expert”, hosting a radio show on CBS
and numerous appearances on CNN, HLN, E!News, Showbiz Tonight, The Bio Channel and more.

Not only is Sherry a licensed therapist, LCSW and Certified Recovery Coach, in drug and alcohol addiction, codependence and the less recognized addictions such as “love addiction”, “sex addiction”, “food addiction”’ and more,
she’s also a student of “new thought” and “deliberate attraction” science, coining the phrase “Intentional Recovery”
which she says is “Life beyond the addiction, purposefully and intuitively creating a life you love.”

Sherry continued, “This nine day teleconference summit, which is free to attend, will feature not only the top minds in
drug and alcohol addiction but also speakers on topics such deliberate creation and goal setting going way beyond the
addiction to aspire to a life you’ve dreamed of. Nothing quite like this Summit has been done before and I’m sure all
those attending will be impacted greatly. “

SOBA Recovery Center, now the largest privately held drug rehab in California, will not only be sponsoring this event,
their CEO, Greg Hannley, who is also a nationally recognized addiction expert will be one of the featured interviews
Sherry will host.

For more information and to register for this free teleconference, go to www.RecoveryTodaySummit.com
Although SOBA Recovery’s Addiction Treatment services are used and talked about by celebrities and CEOs, they’re

available to the masses as they accept standard PPO insurance such as Cigna, Aetna, Blue Shield and others.
SOBA Recovery can be reached by business telephone at 800-595-3803.
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